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ROAD WORK AHEAD
Billion+ users *

Simplification is the core tenet of Map builder design
Guided tutorials help users get started

Trace a road
Click on a road to start tracing and continue placing nodes along the road's shape. Complete the tracing by connecting it to an existing road and double clicking the end point.
Structured guidance helps users make quality edits quickly and easily.
Structured guidance helps users make quality edits quickly and easily.
Structured guidance helps users make quality edits quickly and easily.
Communication features connect Map builder users to the OSM community.
Summary

- Errors on the map has real impact on everyday users so making the map great is of value to everyone.

- We see a huge potential pool of contributors in Microsoft users, if we can make it easy in the ways and places relevant to them.

- We are at the beginning of a long journey, help us evolve!
You can try it out yourself

https://aka.ms/mapbuilder

Please provide feedback via Map builder or osm@microsoft.com
Thank you